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67 Chevelle SS396 Project

Mission Statement
To build a unique show winning 67 Chevelle SS396 that is a
pleasure to look at and drive on the street and is a very fast and
capable performer at the strip.
• Will meet all of the NHRA safety requirements for a 7.50 to
10.99 index car
• Will run 9.90s with on the motor with 10” slicks, 10’s with
DOT tires
• Will run 8.90s on the bottle with 10” slicks
• Will have 4 wheel disk brakes, modern steering and suspension
• The exterior and interior will be as “stock” looking as possible.
This will include the use of the stock hood and the possible
restriction of using a dual plane intake manifold – even for
racing
• Will pass emissions air care test for model year
• Will be highly reliable, strong and well built
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Introduction
This document is in its very first draft version. When it is finished it will detail the complete
story of the creation of the final car – the people and their businesses and their relationships to
each other, the technology, the ups and downs and the results – complete with color pictures.
For now, this document remains a skeleton of the final version and is only documenting the
engine dyno testing results obtained so far and the necessary changes to the engine design before
making the next set of dyno pulls.
Enjoy!
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The People and Companies behind this Project
I would like to thank the following companies and individuals who have been instrumental in
this project’s successful completion (TBD!):
Kelly Hildebrandt, Lake Cowichan
. . . for selling me a clean unmolested car in the first place (so that I can molest it first)
Summit Racing, Ohio - Redd
. . . for the incredible sales support involving almost every component that is new (most
of the car) and technical support which involved countless calls to suppliers and dozens
of faxes and shipments
Import Automotive, Vancouver – Loyd, Fritz and the gang
. . . for performing the initial teardown, and the installation of the front suspension, rear
suspension (partially going into storage), GM 12 bolt prep (going into storage), brake
system, and steering system. Loyd also introduced me to the gang at Pacific Parts, Spirit
Engineering, and Kyles Classics.
Pacific Parts, Vancouver – Peter, Terry and Rick
. . . for building the first Mark VI BB Chevy on the planet and resolving many tricky
problems successfully. And for introducing me to Ron Par.
Kyles Classics, Surrey – Kyle and Doug
. . . for getting the complete chassis and interior details right, final assembly done (TBD),
and for getting me to the “correct” SS396 concept. And for introducing me to Gary’s
Autobody.
Gary’s Autobody, Richmond – Gary and the gang
. . . for straightening out an already show winning chassis and making it straighter than
straight and for painting it so that a few heads will turn.
Spirit Engineering, Surrey – Stan and Gordon
. . . for the underbody stiffening, for the very trick 4130 rollcage, the aluminum fuel cell
and fuel pump mounts, battery box and trunk sheetmetal, the custom Strange rearend, and
front and rear suspension mods and coilovers.
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Ron Par Engines, Langley – Ron and Ken
. . . for the dyno pulls, advice, and some wicked porting of the heads and intake (TBD)

And finally a big thanks to the following suppliers (in addition to the dozens of suppliers
represented directly by Summit Racing):
Apple Chevrolet – 502 Mark VI BB engine, hamburger oil pan, water pump
AVO – front racing shocks, rear coilovers
Extrude Hone – intake manifold porting
Global West Suspension – front and rear street suspension, brake system
Jet Hot Coatings – header coatings
JE pistons – custom pistons
K&R – restoration parts for chassis and interior
BG Fuel Systems – filters, pumps, regulators, lines and advice
Be Cool – aluminum radiator
March Performance – engine serpentine pulley system and accessory brackets
Stahl Headers - headers
Turbo Action – shifter, TH-400, converter
The Carb Shop – the carb
Torque Technologies – 3” exhaust system
Wheel Vintiques – street wheels
Victory Lane – racing seats and safety equipment
Year 1 – restoration parts for chassis and interior
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Engine Development
The engine chosen for this car is the Mark VI 502 BB Chevy. This new for 1997 block shares
many of the components with the old Mark IV and newer Mark V but has a number of quality
and strength improvements that have been brought about by modern manufacturing techniques.
This new block has much tighter tolerances (like a single size piston), added strength (Siamesed
walls, taller lifter bosses), 4 bolt bottom end, forged crank, single piece rear main seal, and other
reliability changes for marine and high performance use. And to the uneducated eye, it looks just
like a 396 under the hood when painted 1960’s Chevy orange. Topped off with Aluminum
Performer RPM oval-port heads from Edelbrock and the matching Performer RPM dual plane
intake manifold, this combo looks a lot like the rare 1967 L78/L89 factory offering.

The characteristics of a good street/strip motor revolve around providing strong low end torque
with good upper RPM breathing. Careful engine design should provide a wide, flat torque curve
with lots of top end power for the strip. Given the stock under hood clearance limitations, a high
rise dual plane manifold without use of a spacer may be the upper limit. Running a single plane
intake will require an after market fiberglass hood with a cowl induction or similar setup – not
out of the question but far less “stock”.
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The best route is to maximize engine displacement with a streetable compression ratio (generally
thought to be 10.5:1 for 94 octane unleaded gas when using aluminum heads) and also balance
the size and flow characteristics of the intake and exhaust system to moderately sized cylinder
head port volumes and valve diameters. A solid roller cam with moderate duration and lift
should also provide good upper end breathing without killing low end torque and idle vacuum
and emissions. Getting the most out of this setup requires careful porting and shaping of the
intake and exhaust runners – keeping the velocity up while minimizing restrictions to high RPM
air flow.
Running a 9.9 second time slip requires a minimum of 640 hp for a 3400 lbs car. Running an 8.9
requires 920 hp. Both are within reach of the Mark VI 502 when subject to the above constraints
with the added help of a 300 hp NOS fogger system for the 8.9 passes. The target hp for this
engine combo is 675 hp and 620 ft-lbs of torque on the motor.

First Set of Dyno Tests, May 15-16, 1997
Summary
The engine proved to be remarkably insensitive to changes in the A/F ratio, ignition timing, and
even changes to the exhaust system and intake manifolds. In no case did any of the changes
produce more than a 2% change in maximum power which is well within the range of
repeatability for these types of tests (less than 0.1s and 1mph in the ¼ mile). In fact, the same
engine combo tested 1.5% less power on the second day of testing as a back to back reference
check. The engine was basically a 600 ft-lbs torque monster on the low end, with approx. 590 hp
at 5800 rpm. The dual plane manifold improved torque below 3800 rpm and rolled off slightly
faster above 6000 rpm – that was all.
Rather than focus on the small degree of error caused by variations in intake air temperature,
pressure and humidity or ignition quality, it is more important to note that these tests indicate
that the cylinder head flow characteristics are the major defining factor in producing top end
power with this combo and that until the cylinder heads are extensively ported to create higher
flow, the other intake and exhaust system changes will remain insignificant.
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For a street/strip engine, the current combo with the dual plane manifold seems unbeatable with
between 550 and 610 ft-lbs of torque from 3000 rpm to 5500 rpm and 575 hp at 5700 rpm. However, the goal for this project is to run 9.9s on the motor which requires about 15% more power
from the engine (640-660 hp). John lingenfelter’s 502 testing shows on a very similar engine
combo with his slightly bigger cam and his smaller heads produced 665 hp at 6500 rpm with
only 9.2:1 compression. With our 10.5:1 compression, bigger heads (290cc vs 264cc), bigger
Dart single plane intake (extrude honed), bigger and better exhaust headers (2-1/8” vs 2”), we
should be able to meet or exceed his 665 hp using our smaller cam (246/246 vs 260/268).
Also, Comp Cams states that the hp peak for the current cam is 6500-6800 rpm and this combo
tested out to a 5700-5900 rpm hp peak – again showing significant top end breathing restrictions.
Conclusions
We took a great deal of time and effort to build up a highly reliable killer street/strip motor and
made only one mistake – we pulled a set of stock aftermarket aluminum heads out of the box and
bolted them on without any porting work. This in conjunction with a 1/8” port mismatch on the
top and bottom of the intake runners going into a smaller head port is the most likely cause of the
loss in top end power.
The heads need to be carefully machined to port match them to the 2 different intake manifolds,
open up the intake runners, perform careful bowl blending work, check valve seat angles, etc. in
order to get them to flow 25-30% more at 0.500-0.650” lift to meet our 640-660 hp goal with the
current mild solid roller cam. The ideal result would be to get to 640-650 hp with the extrude
hone ported Edelbrock Performer RPM dual plane manifold and 660-680 hp with the extrude
hone ported Dart single plane manifold. It is acceptable to raise the intake port height to create
more of a rectangular port shape (both the heads and manifolds) if so required.
Reaching the power targets noted above may require a change in cams and carbs and therefore a
larger roller cam (264/264 vs. 246/246) and a 1050 Dominator carb will be tested on the dyno as
well as the existing setup.
Here are the next set of dyno run tests to be performed after the heads are re-worked:
1.Dual plane intake with 246/246 @ 0.050” – 0.623” lift cam, 110 spacing
2.Same setup with dominator (if air flow indicates a need for more carb)
3.Single plane intake with same cam and smaller carb
4.Same setup with dominator
5.Change to new cam with 264/264 – 0.651” lift, 110 spacing (if needed to meet power
goals)
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Engine Specifications
BB Chevy - 502CID, Mark VI (that's right, the new block)
Comp Cams 288AR cam with K11-692-8 K-kit
Comp Cams Hi-tech solid roller lifters, springs and retainers (as per above)
Comp Cams Hi-tech rocker arms
Comp Cams stud girdles
Comp Cams Hi-tech push rods
Stock forged cranked, balanced
Fluidamper
Mallory H beam rods
JE pistons, 10.5:1, JE gapless rings
Edelbrock Performer RPM heads, Oval Port, 290cc intakes, 100cc exhausts, 110cc chamber
2.19/1.88 valves with 11/32" valve stems
Dart oval port single plane intake, extrude hone ported – option A
Edelbrock Performer RPM oval port dual plane intake, extrude hone ported – option B
Carb Shop double pumper 750 – massaged to 930cfm – option A
1050 CFM dominator carb – option B
2-1/8 x 32 Jerry Stahl headers, 3-1/2 x 15 collectors (Borla X-1 mufflers optional)
NOS fogger direct port injection system tuned for 300hp, PWM electronic control
MSD 6AL ignition, MSD billet distributor
Taylor 10mm wires
Drivetrain
TH-400 Transmission, 3500rpm stall converter, no trans-brake
Strange 9” rear assembly, 3.70 or 3.89 gears driving 10x28” slicks, Wilwood rear disk brakes
3400lbs car, AVO coil-overs in rear, adjustable trailing links, adjustable mounting points
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Plots of Dyno Test Results
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Test 1 is the Lingenfelter 502 setup (9.2:1 CR) with a mild 210/218 hydraulic cam, Edelbrock
Performer dual plane manifold, 4779 750cfm double pumper carb, and 224cc “peanut” truck
heads
Test 2 is the Lingenfelter 502 setup with a more aggressive 236/236 – 0.556” hydraulic cam,
Edelbrock Performer RPM dual plane manifold and 264cc oval port heads (2.25/1.88 valves)
Test 3 is the same setup as above with a 260/268 – 0.714” solid roller cam, Dart single plane
manifold, and 1050 Dominator carb
Spratt 7 is our best extrude honed Dart single plane manifold pull
Spratt 16 is our best extrude honed Edelbrock Performer RPM dual plane manifold pull with
some compensation added in for the loss in power on day 2 (5-10ft-lbs added back in to match
Day 1 results test #7 with day 2 benchmark run #14).
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Appendix A – Dyno Results
Test #2 – first full pull, initial setup: Dart single plane manifold, carb shop 4779 double pumper
@ 926cfm with 72/82 jets, 33 degrees total timing/16 initial, 1” spacer (May 15/97)
-

Noticed loud exhaust ticking sound immediately after pull, did not locate source for the remainder of
the day.

-

Found out at the start of day 2 that the #4 exhaust port had blown out the head gasket due to a poor
seal of the header at the back of the engine.

-

The #4 spark plug had also worked itself loose during the day.

-

Finally, the coil to distributor high voltage wire had worked itself loose and had marginally damaged
the distributor cap contacts (possible loose of voltage to the plugs for the remainder of day 2?)

-

Uneven temperature of the intake air and quality of the air was also an initial potential problem due to
burning oil in the exhaust system from prior use with a failed engine on the dyno
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Test #3 – same setup as #2 (May 15/97)
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Test #5 – richen jets from 72/82 to 74/84 (May 15/97)
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Test #6 – richen jets from 74/84 to 76/88 (May 15/97)
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Test #7 – advance timing from 33 to 36 degrees (May 15/97)
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Test #8 – add 18” exhaust reducer/extensions (May 15/97)
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Test #9 – change to 2” spacer (May 15/97)
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Test #10 – remove exhaust reducer/extensions (May 15/97)
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Test #11 – Second day, Torque Master plugs, 1” spacer (May 16/97)
-

had to abort pull due to severe plug mis firing and blown exhaust gasket

-

plugs seemed to have trouble lighting up mixture at higher RPMs with dramatic loss of power

-

noticed that a number of the plug wires were heat damaged from direct contact and/or exposure to
high exhaust heat

-

after noticing that the #4 header gasket had blown out, 2 more gaskets were damaged during the
testing on May 16
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Test #12 – same as above, aborted as well (May 16/97)
-

had to abort pull due to severe plug mis firing again, decided to change back to old plugs and change
header gasket again

Test #13 – back to old plugs (May 16/97)
-

this run was a repeat of run #7 from the previous day as a benchmarking run and it resulted in a
power loss across the power band of 5-10 ft-lbs of torque and 10 hp at the top end.

-

The sheet for this run was lost but this slight loss of power from the previous day was maintained for
the remaining tests conducted on day 2 and should be taken into account when comparing results
between days.

-

The most likely result of this loss of recorded power was a combination of a small change in the dyno
setup (repeatability and accuracy), the weather, and possibly (most likely) a change in the engine
setup such as the ignition system quality)
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Test #14 – removed 1” spacer (May 16/97)
-

Noticed no change in power from the (lost) run #13 which indicated that the large volume of the
under carb area in the Dart single plane manifold produced optimum power without the addition of
further volume
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Test #15 – changed to Edelbrock Performer RPM dual plane manifold without a spacer (May
16/97)
-

Noticed that the carb was pulling on the venturies much harder with the change to the dual plane
manifold and was running rich. This showed that the Dart single plane manifold was less efficient in
regards to fuel distribution and quality.
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Test #16 – leaned out jets from 76/88 to 74/85 (May 16/97)
-

While the power output was still down as much as 10hp from the Dart single plane manifold, there
was no change in the rpm power curve shape or peak hp rpm point until past 6000 rpm . The loss in
power from the switch in manifolds only started to show up (other than the 5-10 hp across the board
which may have been caused by other variables) as a noticeable drop above 6000 rpm which was
more than 200 rpm above the hp peak.

-

This indicates that the Dart single plane manifold may not hold any appreciable advantage over the
operating range of the engine during racing conditions with the current setup (if the 5-10 hp loss was
the result of other variables – only further testing after the porting of the heads will be able to determine
this).

-

After porting the heads, a change to a larger cam may favor the Dart single plane manifold at the
expense of idle quality and low rpm torque and possibly the same cam may also work better with the
single plane manifold.
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Test #17 – low RPM pull (May 16/97)
-

Look at that torque!

-

As was typical of the last 2-3 pulls, ignition quality started to degrade with some backfiring and
misfiring. This no doubt caused some of the power loss that was indicated during these last tests. A
complete tear down of the heads and ignition system before the next dyno session should indicate the
cause of this effect.
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Test #18 – 2” spacer (May 16/97)
-

The addition of the spacer resulted in a moderate increase in the mid-range torque but no top end
power change

